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Jack Lee <jack.lee.1902@gmail.com> 12 August 2021 at 07:41
To: Seldi Reuben Rubakantha <seldi.rubakantha@gmail.com>
Cc: Colin Inglis <csinglis@outlook.com>, Warwick Crest <wc-flag@hotmail.com>, Directors
<directors@warwickcrest.org>, Andrew Parton <andrew_parton@icloud.com>, Ben Hall <ha7403@hotmail.co.uk>,
"Blake & Ford @ 10WC" <banqwg@gmail.com>, Brigitte Hill <brigittehill@hotmail.co.uk>, Eno Umotong
<enoumotong@hotmail.com>, Evie Gold <evie_gold@yahoo.co.uk>, George Zhao <george.zhao@i-krave.co.uk>,
"Gregg Collingham @ WC" <greggjc@googlemail.com>, "Hadi @ 67/63WC" <htav71@gmail.com>, "wc@ianbush.co.uk"
<wc@ianbush.co.uk>, ICE - Mark Gilliland <markcheekymonkey@gmail.com>, Bob Sahota <bobsahota@me.com>, Lucy
Forrester <lucyforrester@gmail.com>, Madie Adcock <madieadcock@icloud.com>, "Michelle Vale @ 61/62WC"
<nigelandkids@hotmail.com>, Nadine Plueer <nadine@plueer.ch>, Nicholas Norman <nickcgc@aol.com>, Sahira Noor
<sahiranoor786@hotmail.com>, Sam & Verena Byrne <verenabyrne@gmail.com>, Simon Walden
<s7handicap@gmail.com>, "18666151668@163.com" <18666151668@163.com>, Tony Sartorius re 64WC
<aes@alucast.co.uk>, "chitra.shah301193@gmail.com%20" <chitra.shah301193@gmail.com>,
"jakegolec@hotmail.co.uk" <jakegolec@hotmail.co.uk>, "BRADYTURNERC@parliament.uk"
<BRADYTURNERC@parliament.uk>, Preet <preet.gill.mp@parliament.uk>, Jez Bullock - Warwick Crest
<jezbullock@yahoo.com>, "matt_rendu@hotmail.com" <matt_rendu@hotmail.com>

Dear leaseholders,

I have received numerous emails over the last 2 days, some very supportive, and some quite the opposite. I write this
email in response to those leaseholders that it seems would like my head on a stick.

Here is a very brief and simple summary of what has happened: 

1. The Fire Risk Assessment conducted in March 2019 said that "The risk of fire spread on the external surfaces
of the building is low; no cladding appeared to be present.” - see attached report.

2. The deadline to register for the Private ACM fund closed in December 2019 according to all available
paperwork and as far as I can tell from my email pleading to MP Preet Kaur Gill - see attached. I told her of our
dire situation and she told us she was doing everything should could but mentioned the availability of no funds
that were open for registrations/applications. In fact, she even said “as there are no assurances the Building
Safety Fund will cover the cost of all works and purposefully excludes the majority of leaseholders from
support.”

3. In June 2020 MetroPM advised we should conduct an EWS1 survey, to ensure the building has no flammable
cladding and to ensure mortgage-ability of the properties.

4. The Non-ACM fund registration deadline was the 31st July, which we didn’t apply for as all previous Fire Risk
Assessments suggested there were no concerns with the building.

5. The EWS1 survey was conducted in November 2020, after some delay, and the building was found to have
ACM cladding and other fire safety defects and thus failed the EWS1. The survey was conducted by a
qualified Fire Engineer.

6. We trawled through hours of research online but all available paperwork showed that the deadlines for both
the ACM and Non-ACM funds had passed. The ACM fund supposedly closed in December 2019, and the Non-
ACM fund in July 2020.

7. In March 2021 we instructed David Kelly to act as our project manager, as he is an expert in this field, to
oversee the tender process and ensure work is carried out to the require standard and specification.

8. On 15th March 2021 I emailed MP Preet Kaur Gill explaining our dire situation and the need for government to
fully fund the work.

9. On 25th March MP Preet Kaur Gill replied to me explaining she is trying to get bills passed in parliament so
that government would pay for all works, but that she and other MPs she was working with were so far
unsuccessful in this task. Notably, she didn’t mention the availability of any funds that we could register for at
the time. The absence of funding was reported to the attendees of the 23rd June virtual meeting.

10. On 7th of July 2021 David Kelly received a response from Homes England explaining that, contrary to all
available deadlines listed on paperwork, we could still apply for the Private ACM fund now, and that a/the Non-
ACM fund would be re-opening for applications in Autumn of this year.

11. The Ministry of Homes, Communities, and Local Government (MHCLG) advised us that we would need to
send samples of the cladding to the BRE laboratory so that they can verify they are ACM, and when done so
we should be admitted to the Private ACM fund. We instructed samples to be taken as quickly as possible and
they were taken from the building on Tuesday 6th August and are now at the BRE laboratory waiting to be
tested.



The board believes it is likely that we will get accepted on to the Private ACM fund and that the government will fund
the vast majority, if not all, of the work.

The board and MetroPM have worked tirelessly under enormous pressure and a very difficult situation to be as
honest and transparent as possible. So much so that we have had complaints from some leaseholders about the
quantity of updates that we have been sending out.

Sahira Noor states in her email that there were 2 questions the board had to answer. If you read the latest update that
was sent out yesterday you will see that there are 11 questions on this update alone. This is just 1 of the updates! 

Recent emails have demanded responses in ridiculous timeframes from a board of working professionals with full
time jobs. It takes a lot of time for 4 board members* to agree on wording of updates. Time, I might add, that distracts
us from the real matter at hand which is progressing with the work and ensuring that we are able to get government
funding.

I might also mention that the self-proclaimed expert in building construction amongst us also didn’t, at any time during
his tenure as a director, suggest we should apply for any government fund. Why? Because none of us thoughts the
building had any problem based on the Fire Risk Assessment reports conducted by qualified professionals. 

I ask all of you, what would you have done differently?

On the topic of accepting new board members, the board is open to the idea of new members, however, we do not
believe it is in the best interest of shareholders for the board to be bullied into being taken over by a pressure group,
who so far at least, have brought forward no alternative proposals or strategies and have centred only on criticism of
actions taken by us and the managing agents.

The board believes that all stakeholders should be asking this group the following questions:

What would you do differently and why?

What would you have done differently in 2020 and 2019 and why given the facts available?

To those Directors who were in post at the time now questioning the past, why did you not raise the fire risk
issues between 2016 and 2020 and lobby MetroPM to apply for funding?

How would you get us into a fund in any different way that from being pursued by the board?

What qualified experts would you use to manage the works?

What real certified expertise will you bring to the matter that is new, different, and will make a difference?

It’s far too easy to criticise and to spread fear and doubt and far more difficult to actually solve the issue we face.

If you have any evidence that what I have said is false in any way I look forward to reading it.

Regards,

Jack Lee

Chairman of Warwick Crest Ltd

*the majority of the time during the period above there were 4 board members.

On 11 Aug 2021, at 11:04 pm, Seldi Reuben Rubakantha <seldi.rubakantha@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Colin

Good to hear from you again after the video call with those who took their valuable time to take part in a
discussion of a very important issue threatening to cost £10-15+K per leaseholder, evidently totally
unnecessarily, only to be found that their verbal replies were muted, making meeting a complete waste
of time. After this experience, I was beginning to think that "Cooperation” was missing from your
dictionary, but glad to see the word in this email title.

However, something good came out of it, that many leaseholders saw through the intimidation applied
to silence the legitimate questions raised about the flawed EWS assessment and formed FLAG. You
were worried about the time you spent on discussing the issue, if it would be any consolation we spent
10 times more time than that in the middle of all the family and work commitments. All for what?


